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SERIES HELICAL-WORM GEAR UNITS



1. The structure scheme, appearance diagram and other attached diagrams in sample are examples, 
there is no strict proportion requirement. If you need exact dimension of certain types, please contact 
our sales dept.. (The unmarked dimension units are mm).

2. Gear unit has been tested before delivered, users should add lubrication oil before running.

3. We can only refer to the marked oil in the mannul. Actual oil filling level should be the same with 
the mark on oil immersion lens.

4. Lubrication oil viscosity should be selected according to working conditions and ambient 
temperature.

5. To prevent accidents, all the rotation parts should be added with protective covers according to 
safety regulation of the nation and region.

6. The solid shaft input structure gear unit is not equipped with any motor.

7. Motors of Y series are supplied with protection grade of IP54 unless otherwise specified.

8. Unless otherwise specified, you will receive the terminal box at 0°.

Note!



Along with the technology advanced etc., the prouct of the 
mannul of RED SUN will be changed, please forgive.

Driven machine factor(See table 1)

Prime mover factor(See table 2)

Start factor(See table 3)

The torque required by driven machine

Gear unit permissible torque(See page 03)



Table 1 Driven machine factor



Prime mover factor

Table 1 Driven machine factor
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Customers provide the motor by 
themselves need connected flange.

Torque-arm-mounted hollow shaft helical-worm gear 
units

Foot-mounted solid shaft helical-worm gear 
units

Helical-worm gear units with solid shaft input

Combi-type helical-worm gear units

Combi-type helical-worm gear units with solid 
shaft input

Flange-mounted hollow shaft helical-worm gear units

Hollow shaft helical-worm gear units

Short-flange-mounted hollow shaft helical-worm 
gear units

Flange-mounted solid shaft helical-worm gear units
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S series

R series:

Common motor
Flameproof motor
Direct current motor
Brake motor
Multi-speed motor
Variable frequency motor
Electromagnetic variable speed motor
Metallurgy hoisting motor
Transduction braking motor
Roller way

See the chart of mounting dimension (It will be omitted when applying with solid output shaft)

Positions of motor terminal box
Mounting positions

,

Foot-mounted solid shaft
Hollow shaft
Flange-mounted solid shaft
Flange-mounted hollow shaft
Short-flange-mounted hollow shaft
Torque-arm-mounted hollow shaft
Foot-mounted solid shaft with solid shaft input
Hollow shaft with solid shaft input
Flange-mounted solid shaft with solid shaft input
Flange-mounted hollow shaft with solid shaft input
*Hollow shaft with shrink disk

,

Mounting positions:

Output shaft \ flange \ shrink disc directions:
Viewing from motor end: left side = A,
right side = B, both side = AB(See mounting
positions)

*Dimensions of hollow shaft with shrink disc, see page 22-23.

Positions of motor terminal box:

M1, M2, M3, M4, M5, M6(See page 03)

0°, 90°, 180°, 270°(See page 03)

See selection table

See selection table
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Positions of motor terminal box

(kW)

(n.m)
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Oil

Note: Combi-type gear units must be filled with the larger oil volume.

The marked weight is average value, it has no constraint force.

Oil level (L)

Oil level (L)

Oil level (L)

(kgs)

, ,
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All gear units are overloaded in above table. Determination of operating torque should not higher than the gear unit's nominal torque.
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Customers provide the 
motor by themselves 
need connected flange.

Note: For other values please refer to relevant 
structure.

2. "S.." means S, SA, SF, SAF, SAZ.
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Customers provide the motor by themselves 
need connected flange.

Note: For other 
values please 
refer to relevant 
structure.

2. "S.." means S, SA, SF, SAF, SAZ.
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Note: For other 
values please 
refer to relevant 
structure.

Customers provide the motor by themselves need
 connected flange.

2. "S.." means S, SA, SF, SAF, SAZ.
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Note: For other 
values please 
refer to relevant 
structure.

Customers provide the motor by themselves need
 connected flange.

2. "S.." means S, SA, SF, SAF, SAZ.
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Note: For other 
values please 
refer to relevant 
structure.

Customers provide the motor by themselves need
 connected flange.

2. "S.." means S, SA, SF, SAF, SAZ.
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rotating

2. "S.." means S, SA, SF, SAF, SAZ.
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Customers provide the motor by themselves need
 connected flange.

Note: For other 
values please 
refer to relevant 
structure.

2. "S.." means S, SA, SF, SAF, SAZ.
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Dimensions of shrink disc
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